Culture, social structure, and quandaries of psychiatric diagnosis: a Vietnamese case study.
In contemporary psychiatry diagnosis is arguably the most important concern of a clinical evaluation insofar as it operates as a scaffolding for therapeutic plans and recommendations. Implicit in the theory and lore of diagnosis is that disorders exist as naturalistic entities possessed of a distinctive form and course. In the event of a complex clinical presentation, a psychiatrist resorts to multiple diagnoses and the use of a rule-out diagnosis, (or several rule-outs). The first practice reflects the dictum of comorbidity. Rule-out diagnoses, on the other hand, support the idea that in some instances extensive anamnesis, observation, and laboratory examination are required in order to establish the true identity of a clinical presentation. The way psychiatrists use the system of diagnosis when examining persons from their own society has been shown to reveal commonalities that conform to a systemic culture pattern (Fabrega et al. 1990a). With these subjects, then, our system of diagnosis works in the sense that it supports widely held assumptions and rationales. In this paper we present a case of a Vietnamese male patient. Its analysis from the standpoint of culture and social structure is used to illustrate some of the problems of reaching diagnoses in persons from other societies and the limitations of our theory about diagnosis.